The following application note includes supplementary instructions to be used in conjunction with the Indigo XS or Xtreme installation manual.

Read entire instructions before using Indigo XS or Xtreme. PC Operating system and temperature monitoring utilities must be installed prior to use. Prior to installing Indigo XS or Xtreme, mount the fastening brackets (Step 1) as illustrated in the Noctua NH-D14 installation manual. In addition, install the mounting bars in the recommended orientation relative to the orientation of the Indigo XS or Xtreme ETI (see Figure 1 below). Note that the orientation of the ETI (on the CPU) differs between Indigo XS and Xtreme; please consult the appropriate installation guide for ETI orientation instructions.

**WITHIN HEAT SINK/BLOCK MOUNTING:**

1. Place the cooler onto the screw threads of the mounting bars.
2. Apply a uniform pressure to the cooler to prevent twisting or shifting. Initially tighten each screw and then fully tighten down uniformly (Figure 2).
3. Mount Internal/external cooler fans and plug into motherboard power headers.
4. Stack 2-3 full-size paper towels together and loosely wrap the heat sink fins as seen in Figure 3. Use strips of tape to temporarily hold the towels in place. Be certain the fins are fully covered.
5. Proceed to ETI Reflow Procedure (within the installation guide).
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